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We performed no statistical procedures to determine sample sizes. The sample size (number of paired penetrations) was chosen based on
appropriate sample sizes from previous studies. The number of simultaneous penetrations (n = 30) in FAF and AC (penetration pairs were
independent from one another) was chosen according to literature standards (e.g. Lakatos et al. (2013), Weineck et al. (2020)). The number of
individual recordings in AC paired with electrical microstimulation of the FAF was determined in a similar way (n = 20). From a large group of
detected vocalizations (n = 12494) produced by three bats, two subgroups of echolocation (n = 138) and unspecific communication calls (n =
734) were used. The calls in these groups were free from pre-vocal acoustic contamination. Each call was treated a single vocalization trial.

Some of the calls were excluded from analyses. The reason for the exclusions was the need for a pre-vocal period without acoustic
contamination. Acoustic contamination of this sort would have added confounding effects for the analyses. This was a pre-established
criterion.

Spectral analyses described in the manuscript were performed with the Chronux Toolbox, which is based on a multi-taper approach (3 tapers).
We also conducted other analyses (Matlab’s built-in pmtm function and Welch’s method) to verify that the consistency of the data derived
from the spectra (one time). Part of the spectral data replicated and complemented a previous study from our laboratory (Weineck et al.
(2020)). Transfer entropy analyses were conducted twice. On a first step, we conducted information transfer on non-paired pre-vocal and
post-vocal periods (not published), which then were paired on a second re-analysis of the data (as described in the Methods). The patterns
observed were qualitatively similar for both steps. In addition, we performed the second step several times (as randomization was involved) to
verify that results were consistent across runs (3 times). All results obtained after randomization were verified several times, and data
analyses were re-run once more during the review process. The main results of our study remained unaltered.

Samples were not allocated in experimental groups, beyond the classification of vocalizations in echolocation and communication (also in low-
and high-frequency communication). Randomization of the data was performed for the transfer entropy analyses, as described in the
Methods. Further randomization was performed for analyzing data from electrical microstimulation experiments. Because subjects (i.e.
individual animals) were not assigned into categories, randomization of test subjects does not apply.

Classification of vocalizations in echolocation and communication was not performed blindly, as calls were manually curated in terms of their
assignment into one or the other group. Experimenters were blind to what type of vocalizations animals produced within sessions. All
assignments were done during offline pre-processing of the calls. Other forms of blinding are not relevant to our study.

Animals used were adult bats of the species Carollia perspicillata (4 males; 1 female). As animals were captured from a large colony,
the age of each individual could not be defined.

This study did not involve wild animals.




